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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a connected (n + l)-dimensional complex manifold and f a non- 
constant holomorphic function on X with 0 as the only possible critical 
value. For any relatively compact open set U in X there exist 
rl, . . . . rk E Q n [O, l[ such that for any smooth differential form 4 of type 
(n, n) with compact support in U, the function s H jrzS 4 admits when 
s + 0 an asymptotic expansion of the type 
J 4x c 1 1 al;,,‘,(q%w Is12’(log ISI)‘, s-+0. 
r=r I...., rtleCO,n] (p,9)6N2 
This is the asymptotic expansion theorem of [ 11. The a;,‘, are then (1, l)- 
currents on U with support contained in {f =O}. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that under a suitable “non- 
characteristic assumption” on the smooth complex hypersurface H of X, it 
is possible first to define the restrictions of the currents u;,‘, to Hn U for all 
(p, q, r, I) and second to prove that the asymptotic expansion of the 
function s H jgzS 8, where 8 is a smooth (n - 1, n - 1)-form with compact 
support in H n U and g = f I ", is given by 
8% 1 1 1 ~~,:l,,.m~F~ ls12’(log lsl)‘, s+o. 
r=r ,,_.., rk/e[O,n] (p.9)sN2 
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To show these results we begin by a proof of the asymptotic expansion 
theorem for smooth differential forms with values in a locally convex space. 
This generalization will be useful later on to study the Fourier transform of 
the current u;,: : it is clear that the coefficient of 9.P Isl*‘(log 1~1)’ in the 
asymptotic expansion of l,=S @‘(” <) is the Fourier transform of u;,:. It 
will be fruitful to consider de i<” 5, as a smooth differential form with 
compact support valued in some function space (in 5). Our asymptotic 
expansion theorem “with parametrers” is obtained via the complex Mellin 
transform introduced in [2]: we characterize the Mellin transform of 
smooth functions in C* valued in a locally convex space admitting an 
asymptotic expansion of the previous type at the origin. 
In order to better understand the wave front set of the currents u;,: we 
use the extensive result of M. Kashiwara on the characteristic variety of the 
D,-module D,[A]f”. The non-characteristic assumption on H turns out 
to be the right hypothesis for the existence of the restrictions $$I,. 
As a consequence of our main theorem we show that the only interesting 
terms in the asymptotic expansion above which cannot be understood by 
restriction to non-characteristic hyperplane sections are those concentrated 
at the points x0 of {f= 0} w h ere the characteristic variety of the D,- 
module Dx[A]f” contains the whole fiber T.zOX of the cotangent bundle 
T*X of X. These are isolated points on {f= O}. 
The paper is organized as follows: 
1. Asymptotic expansion with parameters, 
2. Complex Mellin transform with parameters, 
3. Meromorphic extension of Jf’+mf’-md, 
4. Wave front set of a;, :. 
1. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION WITH PARAMETERS 
The theory of asymptotic expansion of germs of normed space valued 
functions with respect o an asymptotic sequence of numerical functions is 
developed for instance in Bourbaki [3]. It extends directly to functions 
with values in a locally convex complex vector space. 
For our needs the reference functions are 
s H ST Isl2’(log Is1 )‘, SEC*, 
where p, q, 1 EN and r belongs to a finite set of rational numbers. They do 
not form an asymptotic sequence because they are not totally ordered. 
Nevertheless it is possible to extend the theory of asymptotic expansion 
with respect o such a set of functions. 
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( 1.1) Notation. Let E be a locally convex complex vector space; for a 
germ f at 0 EC of an E-valued function and NE N, we write 
f(s) = 41SIN)Y s + 0, 
if lim,,,f(s) Is( -N=O, where the limit is taken in E. We will also write 
f(s) = WblNh s +o, 
when there exists a punched neighborhood I/ of 0 in C such that 
{f(s) IsI -N; SE V} is bounded in E. 
As in the standard situation, we have 
f(s) = O(bl”)> s--+o*f(S)=O(ISIN--E) S-+0 ife>O. 
(1.2) DEFINITION. Let R be a finite subset of Q n [0, 1 [. For n E N, and 
PER, we set 
Z(R,n)={(p,q,r,I)~NxNxRxN;O<&n}, 
Z,(R,n)={(p,q,r,~)~Z(R,n);p+q+2r~~}. 
If f is a germ at 0 E C of an E-valued function and a;, ‘, E E the relation 
f(s)- 1 u;,; spsq Isl2’(log ISI)‘, s + 0, (1) 
(P. q, r, 0~ I,,(R. n) 
is defined by 
f(s)- 1 a$w Isl2’(log Isl)‘=o((sI”), s + 0. 
(P. q. r, 0~ I,t(R, n) 
We will write 
f(s)- c u;,‘, spiq Isl2’(log ISI)‘, s-+0 (2) 
(p,q. r, 0~ I(R. n) 
when (1) holds for all PER+; in this case we say that f admits an unlimited 
E-valued asymptotic expansion at 0 E C with respect o the set 
{st+sP.Fq Is12’(log IsI)‘; (p, q. r, I)EZ(R, n)}. 
Furthermore, forfof class C” on C* we say that the asymptotic expansion 
(2) is termwise indefinitely differentiable when for all p E R + and all j, k E N 
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or equivalently 
o’Dk f(s) - 1 a;,: spsq Isl*‘(log 1st) = o(lsl”), 
1 
s -+ 0, 
‘P 
where D = ~(a/&), B = $a/&). In this case we will write 
f(s)= c a;,: sp Sylsl *‘(log IsI )‘, s + 0. (3) 
(P.Y.~.OEQR,~) 
(1.3) Remark. The coefficients a; : , E E of the asymptotic expansion (2) 
are unique. Indeed 
implies 
c 
a;;LsPP lsl*‘(log jsI)‘=o(lslP), s + 0, 
I,SR 4 
c a$,d(log IsI)‘= o(l), s + 0, 
OdlCll 
(4) 
where r, = min R. Therefore aa,: = 0 for all 1. Returning to (4) we get 
inductively a;,: = 0 forp+q+2><p and 
c a;,LsPP Is12’(log lsl)‘=o(ls~~), s + 0, 
p+q+*r=* 
hence for all I 
c a;,LsPSq Is12’=o(IsIP), s --f 0. 
p+q+*r=p 
Using polar coordinates, this leads to 
and finally 
1 , i(p-y)B=o, a;:e 0E [0,2n], 
p+q+*r=p 
a;:=O, for allp, q, r, 1. 
(1.4) EXAMPLE. LetSE C”(C*; E); thenfadmits an unlimited asymptotic 
expansion indefinitely differentiable termwise with respect to (s + spfq; 
p, q E N} if and only if f extends C” to C. Indeed if g E C”(C*; E) satisfies 
D”~“g(s)=o(lsl”), s+O,forp+q<m, 
then the trivial extension of g to C is P-flat at 0. 
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(1.5) THEOREM (E. Borel’s theorem with parameters). Let E be a complex 
Frkhet space and (ap. &,, YJE N 2 be any sequence in E. Then there exists 
fe C”(C; E) such that 
f(s) = c ap.q sPf4, 
P. 4 
s + 0. 
Prooj: We generalize Garding’s proof of Borel’s theorem (cf. Donoghue 
[S, p. 301) to the case with parameters. 
Let us construct f~ C”(C; E) such that 
dp 8f(O) = p ! q! s s a P.4’ for all p, q E N; (5) 
this will obviously prove the theorem. 
Take an increasing sequence of semi-norms ((I II,),, N defining the 
topology of E and set, for v = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
bv=v+ 1 p! q! Il~p,qllp+q~ 
p+q<v 
Choose @E Cm(C) such that Q(s) = 1 if Is/ ~4, G(s) = 0 if IsI > 1, and 
define f by 
f(s) = 1 up, qsPfqWp + q ~1, SEC. (6) 
P. q 
The series converges for any s E C because 
s#O*b, IsI + co when v --t cc 
shows that the series is finite for all s. The same argument gives 
f 1 C* E P(C*; E). It remains to prove that f E P(C; E) and (5). 
For s#O, we differentiate (6) and get 
p,q20 j’<j,k’<k 
.q(q- ~)...(~-k'+ l)sP-i'~q-k'(bp+q)i-j'+k-k' 
. (q-j’ a;-k' @)(b,+,s). (7) 
Let M,=~~p(lafa;dy~)l; sEC,p+q<l}. Given v,j,keN we have as 
soonasb,+,lsl<l andp+q>j+k+v+l 
II~p,qll” ISI p+q-j’-k’(b p+q 
)j+k-j’-k’< (la p.qIIP+q(bP+qY’+k-P-q 
< & (bp+qy+k-p-q+l <--& 
. . . . 
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Therefore the v-semi-norm of the (p, q)-term on the right hand side of 
(7) is bounded by 
2j+k M 
Jfk 
(p-j)!(q-f)!’ 
p+q3j+k+l+v. 
It follows that the series in (7) converges uniformly to a continuous 
function with values in E which extends 3: a$flC*. Furthermore 
does not vanish for s=O only if p-j’=q-k’=j-j’=k-k’=O; this 
proves (5 ). 
(1.6) COROLLARY. Let E be a complex Frichet space and f be a germ at 
0 E C of an E-valued C” function on C *. Then f admits at 0 an asymptotic 
expansion of type (3) if and only if there exist germs p I, r E R, 0 < I < n, of 
C” E-valuedfunctions on C such that 
f(s) = 1 fCG) 142'bxl~l)~ s # 0. (8) 
Proof After the Taylor formula, (8) implies (3). Suppose next that f 
satisfies (3); Borel’s theorem (1.5) with parameters gives germs f Cl of 
C” E-valued functions such that 
Therefore 
f\'(s)% C a;,: spSq, s+O,rER,O<I<n. 
P. 4 
g(s) :=f(s)- 1 f’*‘(s) I.@(log jsl)‘zO, s-0. 
r~R,O<l<n 
Hence g E P(C; E). Replacing f ‘* ’ + g, we get (8). 
2. COMPLEX MELLIN TRANSFORM WITH PARAMETERS 
In this section we study the connection between asymptotic expansion of 
a function on C* and the meromorphic extension of its Mellin transform. 
Throughout, E will denote a locally convex complex vector space with 
semi-norms II I( “, v E SN(E). 
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(2.1) DEFINITION. Suppose f: C* + E has the following properties: 
(i) f is continuous; 
(ii) suppf is bounded (i.e., f(s) = 0 if IsI > A, for some A > 0); 
(iii) f(s) = 0( IsI 2a), s --, 0, for some (r E R. 
Then for IEC,= {AEC;ReI> -o} and mefZ we set 
The function so defined is the Mellin transform off: 
(2.2) Remarks (1) Because mefZ (i.e., 2mEZ) the function 
SH s’+“?-~ is well defined on C* and depends holomorphically on the 
parameter (A, m) E C x $Z. Here C x $Z is endowed with its natural struc- 
ture of a l-dimensional holomorphic manifold. The relation 
a ~S1+mS1-m~Sir+m~1-mlog~s~2 
an 
shows that we can differentiate under the integral sign in (1) and hence A4f 
is holomorphic in C, x ;Z. 
(2) If PIE CO(C*; E) vanishes identically near 0 then A#’ is holomorphic 
in C x SZ because the integral in (1) converges for all A E C. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Suppose f satkfies (i)-(iii) of definition (2.1). Then the 
following formulas hold, for (A, m) E C, x 4 Z, 1 E N: 
(2 + ml Mf (4 m) = -W?f )(A m) 
(l-m) Mf (I, m) = -M(Df )(A, m) 
(2) 
Mf(Am)=j$ M(af )(n + 4, m + t), A# -m, 
Mf(J,m)=&M(8f)(i+&m-f), 
(3) 
J.#m, 
A4(spFq~s~2’(log~s(2)tf)(~,m)= d ‘Mf A+r+‘:’ P-4 ( i.) ( -,m+,>. (4) 
Note. Basic formula (2) is used to estimate the growth of Mf when 
IIm II + 00 whereas (3) allows us to perform an analytic continuation of 
Mf for Re A< --6. 
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Proof: For (1, m) E C x 42 we have 
~~+,~,i.+m~l~l-m-I~~,S~+m~~-m-I 
Therefore, by partial integrations, for Re ,I > -0, 
(l.+m)Mf(I,m)=~~c~ {&s”+mFi-“-‘~f(~)d~ A dF 
i -1 s”+“p”s(af(S))ds * d” 
2 c* s s 
i = -- 
s 2 c* 
$. + l/2 + m + 1/2iA. + l/2 - (m + l/2)(a,f(s)) $ * $ 
because boundary terms vanish under our hypothesis. 
Formulas (2) and (3) with + follow; the proof of those with - is 
similar. Formula (4) is trivial. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let A > 0, BEN, f~ C”(C*; E), and suppose that 
(i) f(s)=Ofor IsI >A; 
(ii) Dpsqf is boundedfor p, qEN,p+q<N. 
Then Mf is holomorphic in C, x 42 and for all v E SN(E) we have 
sup 
a>O,r~R,m~(1/2)Z 
oA~2”(1+lzl+Iml)NIIMf(a+iz,m)ll,<co. 
Note. Relation (5) implies that for all E > 0 
sup A -‘O( 1 + Ir( + Iml)” IlMf (a + iz, m)ll y < 00. 
oBe.7tR.m~(1/2)2 
An equivalent form of (5’) is: the set 
{A-2”(1+~t)+~m~)NMf(a+iz,m);a~~,~~R,m~fZ} 
is bounded in E. 
(5) 
(5’) 
Proof: First (ii) yields f(s) = 0( l), s + 0, and therefore Mf is defined 
and holomorphic in Co x $Z. Turning to polar coordinates p, 8 in C* we 
iset 
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and hence for any v E SN(E) 
Estimate (5) is proved for N = 0. 
The same argument with f replaced by DPB4f shows after (2) that 
ok20 lo+iT+mpyo+iT--mlY IIMf(a+iz,m)ll, 
is bounded for cr > 0. The elementary inequality 
(l+ I-4 + Iyl)N~(l + Ix+yl+ lx-y(Y 
G3Np+F<N Ix+.YIP Ix--YIY 
concludes the proof. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Let A > 0, NE N, and F: C,, x &Z --f E holomorphic 
be such that, for all v E SN(E) 
sup K2”(1 + lrl+ Iml) N+3 (IF(o+i?,m)ll”<aL (6) 
Then there exists a unique f E C*(C*, E) satisfying (i) and (ii) of Proposition 
(2.4) and such that Mf = F. In fact 
f(s)=& c (ji”s-‘“i”i”)~-iu+n,iF(o+ir,m)dr), a>O. 
rnE(1/2)Z --m 
Proof: For m E $Z and p > 0 define 
((p,m)=~S_p~2’“f”lF(o+i~,m)d*, 0 > 0. 
Because of (6) the integral converges and it does not depend on r~ after the 
Cauchy formula. Moreover 4 is continuous on R, x $Z and 
where C, is the value of the sup in (6) for N =O. 
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Letting B + cc in (7) shows that d(p, m) =0 for p > A. On the other 
hand, because (A/p)*” + 1 when (T + 0, we have 
IlO, m)ll,Q (*+ ,m,)” (8) 
Therefore the function p H #(p, m) has a Mellin transform and we have by 
the Mellin inversion formula (cf. Jeanquartier [8]) 
Set next 
gh 0) = & c qqp, m) 6Fe, OER. 
rnE(l/2)2 
The series converges uniformly after (8) and 
II&? w; c cv 
rnE(1/2)Z (I+ lW2’ 
It follows that g is continuous and bounded on R + x [0,27r]; the theory of 
Fourier series guaranties that 
I 
2n 
E-*~~’ g(p, 0) de= &I, m), 
0 
p>o,mo;z. 
Finallyf(s) =g(lsI, arg s) gives the unique fE C’(C*; E) with (i) and (ii) 
of Proposition (2.4) for N = 0; the result is proved for N = 0. 
The same arguments applied to (A, m) H (A + m)” f;(A, m) and 
(A, WZ)H (A -m)qF(A, m) lead to E-valued functions f,,, and f-,, of class 
Co which in view of (2) are Dpf and Dqf: The proposition is proved. 
(2.6) Notation. If R is a finite subset of Q n [0, l[ and n EN, let us 
denote by 
ASY,, AC*; E) 
the set of functions fe C”O(C*, E) such that 
- suppf is bounded, 
- f admits at 0 an asymptotic expansion of type (3), Section 1, and 
by 
MERO,.,(C x +Z; E) 
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the set of meromorphic functions F: C x tZ --, E with poles of order at most 
n + 1 such that 
-- the polar set of F is contained in 
- there exists A > 0 such that for all N, v E SN(E), 
sup A-*“(1 + ITI + Iw~l)~IIF(a+iz,rn)ll,< co. (9) 
o> -N,r~R,rn~(1/2)Z 
a=+,=>N=+l 
When E= C we simply write ASY,JC*) and MERO,JC x *Z). 
(2.7) THEOREM. The complex Mellin transform is a bijection of 
ASY,,,(C*; E) onto MERO,, JC x +Z; E). 
Proof: Let x E CT(C) be such that x(s) = 1 if Is( <A/2, x(s) =0 if 
IsI 2 A. For (p, q, r, I) E I(R, n) define 
$‘,(s) = x(s) SPP Isl2’(log ISI)‘, SEC*. 
We have 
I AJ2 = P e’(2m+P-4)e de+ G(l, m) 0 
( (74 m), m # -p--4 -9 2 
where G is holomorphic in C x $ Z, after Remark (2.2). Therefore Mx;,b is 
meromorphic in C x $2 with a unique pole of order (1+ 1) at 
( -r - (p + q)/2, -(p - q)/2). The principal part of Mx;,‘, at its pole is 
Because 1 E C:(C) we have by (5’) 
sup Ap2”(1 + IzI + Iml)” IIM~(o+km)ll.< 00; 
a>e,7~R,m~(1/2)2 
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repeated use of (3) finishes to prove that Mx;,: E MERO., ,(C x +Z; E) 
because all the introduced denominators J + m, I + $ f m, . . . are bounded 
below in the set where the sup is taken. 
Let nowfEASY,.(C*; E) and for PEN set 
where a; L are the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion of f: By 
definition’ 
D’d”g,(s)=o(Jsl“), s -+ 0, for all j, k E N. 
After Proposition (2.4) and (4) it follows that Mg,, is holomorphic in 
Cp,2 x tZ and hence Mf = Mg, - &, a;, bMxp, 4 6’ is meromorphic in the same 
domain. As p is arbitrary we have shown the meromorphy of Mf; its poles 
are included in the union of the set of poles of M,$:, that is 
i( p+q -r--, 2 -p+ ~~~~Z;(p,q,r,I)EI(R,n) ) I . 
To check MOE MERO., ,,(C x $Z; E) note that G, = Mg, satisfies 
sup K2”(1 + ITI + Iml)N 
UZ&>O 
Hence, if p/2 > N, 
< co. 
Y 
sup A- 20--p( 1 + ItI + Iml)” IIG,(o + iz, m)lly c 00. 
Let us now turn to the converse and take FE MERO,JC x $Z; E). 
Proposition (2.5) yields f~ C” (C*, E) such that Mf= F and f has bounded 
support. It remains to show that f admits an asymptotic expansion. 
Let (p, q, r) E N2 x R; because MA’;,,‘,, 0 < 1~ n, has an (I + 1 )-order pole 
at (-r - (p + q)/2, -(p + q)/2), there exist a;,;,..., a;,: cz E uniquely deter- 
mined such that 
is holomorphic near ( - r - (p + q)/2, - (p + q)/2). Therefore given p E R + 
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is holomorphic in C,, x $Z where p’ > p. Furthermore F,, also satisfies (9); 
Proposition (2.5) and (4) show that for all j, kEN, 
DfDk f(s)- 1 1 u;,; s~?lsl~‘(log lsl)’ = O(lSlP’), s + 0. I,t(R n) 
The theorem is proved. 
(2.8) APPLICATION. For fc P(C2) such that f(z,, z2) = 0 if Izl I or 
Iz2 1 2 A the function 
(i.,m)~~~~*z~+“z~-“z:+“r:“f(z,,z,)o(z,) A w(z,), 
where o(zj) = dzj/zj A dFj/Tj, belongs to MERO,,,, ,(C x $Z). 
ProoJ: Take E=M((~EC~(C); u(z)=0 if lzl>A}) as the closed 
subspace of MERO tOl,O(C~tZ) with the left hand side of (9) as the 
semi-norms. Using the theorem and the standard isomorphism 
Cm(S2,, Cm(Q2)) g C”O(sZ, xSz,), we see that 
Q.,, ml9 A2, m2)- I 
22+m2 -12-In2 z2 z2 Z;l+ml~;l-mlf( Zlv z2) (at) dz2) 
C i, C I 
is meromorphic on (C x $Z)’ with simple poles on 
((n,,m,,12,m2)E(CxtZ)2; -(I,+lm,l)or -(IZ2+Im21)ENj 
and satisfies the corresponding growth conditions. When A, = A2 and 
m, =m, we obtain a function with at most double poles belonging 
therefore to MEROt,), ,(C x fZ). 
3. MEROMORPHIC EXTENSION OF J f a + “‘f’ -“d 
Let X be a (n + 1)-dimensional holomorphic manifold and f a non-con- 
stant holomorphic function on X. In the sequel we suppose that 
ZEX, df(z)=O=>f(z)=O. (1) 
Because the critical values off are isolated locally on X1 the general case is 
locally reduced to (1). 
* If f is a germ of an irreducible complex curve at z0 such that Tc {df= 0) and if 
y: (C, 0) + (F, zO) is the normalisation of r, then for has zero derivative, so that 
~~.f-‘(f(zo)). 
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For all continuous (n, n)-forms q5 on X with compact support and valued 
in a locally convex complex vector space E we consider, for 
(A, m)EC_, x$Z, 
(2) 
The integral is convergent and because 
we can differentiate under the integral sign when Re I > 1 so that Z4 is 
holomorphic in C, x 4Z. 
(3.1) EXAMPLE. Take E to be the Banach space of entire holomorphic 
functions g on C such that, for some fixed A > 0, 
/IgIl = sup e-21ReGc(A lg(p)l < co. 
PEC 
If 4 is a scalar continuous (n, n)-form with compact support on X and 
h: X-r C* is continuous, then 
@(Z)(P) =4(z) Ih(z) 
defines @ as a continuous (n, n)-form with compact support in X and 
valued in E. Indeed A = supzcSUPP~ llogIh(z)l I is convenient. 
Suppose U is a relatively compact open subset of X. It has been proved 
in Barlet-Maire [2] that if 4 is a (n, n)-form of class C” with compact 
support in U, that is 4 E A:,“(U), then Zcj has a meromorphic extension in 
C x tZ and the poles of Zcj can occur only at some translates of zeroes of 
the Bernstein polynomial off: We give here a proof of this extension for 
any E using directly Hironaka’s resolution of singularities. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let X be a (n + 1)-dimensional holomorphic manifold, 
f: X + C holomorphic satisfying (1 ), and U an open relatively compact subset 
of X. Then there exists afinite subset R of Q n [0, 1[ such that for all (n, n)- 
forms 4 of class C” with compact support in U and valued in E, the function 
Zd defined by (2) admits a meromorphic extension to C x $Z which belongs to 
MERO,,,(C x +Z; E) (cf. Notation (2.6)). 
Proof If 72: % + X is holomorphic and proper, 8 = ‘IT-‘(U), J= f 0 R, 
then the result for 2, u, 3 implies the result for X, U, f (note that (1) is 
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inherited by 7). After Hironaka’s resolution of the singulatities theorem 
(cf. Hironaka [6]) we may suppose that (f=O} n U has only normal 
crossings. Using partition of unity we are reduced to the case where U is a 
neighbourhood of 0 E C”+ ’ and 
f(z)=zq’...z~~g-l(Z), a, 3 *.., a n+l~N (3) 
with fi : U + C holomorphic and everywhere non-zero. 
If a,= ... =a,+, = 0, then f(z) #O for all z E U. Therefore Z4 is 
holomorphic in C x 1 Z and (sup. IfI))’ Rel IIZq5 11 y is bounded in 
(Re 12 o0 >. After (1) we may suppose (aflaz,)(z) # 0 for z E U and write 
(/l+m)f”+“-’ (z)pyz)= ( ) E(Z) -l 1 & (f~+-(z)f~--(z,). 
Integration by parts in (2) shows that Zq5 satisfies (9), Section 2. 
Suppose now that (al, . . . . a, + 1j # 0, e.g., a, # 0; the change of variables 
z; = (~l(z))l’“‘zr, z; = z2, . . . . z: + 1 = z,+ i reduces to 
f(z) = zy’ . . . z;k, k < n + 1, a,, . . . . aR # 0. 
Therefore 
4f T(z) n-p)= _ 
@(z) 
_ > 
ZlZl “.ZkZk 
where 8 is a (1, 1 )-form of class C” in zl, . . . . zk. Whence 
i, 
u(z)dzk+l A ... A dZ,+l w(zl) A . . . A o(z,J, 
p+l-k I 
- - 
where u E CT(U) and o(zj) = dzj/zj A dzj/zj. It follows that 
z~(~,~)=l,kZ;~(i+m’~~~~;*‘“-“‘V(Z1,...,Zk)W(Z1) A ... A O(Zk) (4) 
with v E CF(Ck). 
For k = 1, the function 
= s zy’+“‘) iym’) V(Zl) aI( A’=a,I,m’=a,m 
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belongs to MERO,,,,(C x +Z; E) with R, = {O, l/a,, . . . . (a, - 1)/a,) 
because 
-(%‘+ Jm’l)~No -(%+ 
o $E[O,a,--11 such that -(A:+&+lml)tN. 
The same argument as in the proof of Application (2.8) shows that 
Z~EMERO~~,~-,(CX~Z;E) with 
a,-1 1 ak- 1 
- ) - ) . . . ) - 
aI a2 ak 
The theorem is proved. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of Theorem (3.2), we haue for 
tj~/\:“(U; E) 
F&):=j 4% 1 a;,; sp.P Isl2’(log ISI)‘, s + 0, 
.f -%I (P*4.‘.I)EI(R,n) 
where a;,‘, E E (see Definition (1.2)). 
The coefficients a;, ‘, define (1, 1 )-currents on X with values in E. 
Proof: For Re J > 1, the integral in (2) is absolutely convergent; 
therefore, by Fubini’s theorem, for almost all SEC, in fact s # 0, j,-lcsj 4 
converges absolutely and s H s’+~S’-~(~,-I~~) 4) o(s) is integrable. It 
follows that F+ has a Mellin transform and MF, =Zqi Theorem (2.7) 
concludes the proof of the first part. 
For proving the last assertion suppose I$ -+ 0 in the CF topology. Then 
looking quickly through the proof of Theorem (3.2), we have x*4 + 0 in 
Cp ; therefore we may suppose f is given by (3) and v -+ 0 in C; in (4). But 
in that case the coefficients of the principal parts of Zcj are integration 
currents of certain derivatives of v along coordinate planes in Ck. This 
proves a;,:(d) -+ 0, after (lo), Section 2. 
(3.4) APPLICATION. Let X, f, U as above and h: X + C* be holomorphic. 
Then given any Q E A;“( U) there exist ur’ ‘, r E R, 0 < 16 n, in 
P(C x C x t Z), such that for (s, p, m) E C x C x JZ 
s 
hP+mfiP-“‘d= c d,‘(s, p, m) Is12’(log IsI)‘. 
I -‘@I r~R,O<l<n 
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Furthermore (p, m) H uI”(s, p, m) is holomorphic for any SEC and with 
A = sup, llogl hl I we have VE > 0, Vp, q E N: 
sup e-z’RepJA-EEIPl 18: 8: u”‘(s, p, m)l c ~0. 
(% 9, m) 
Proof. It is a straightforward application of Corollaries (1.6) and (3.3) 
with the Frtchet space E of holomorphic functions g on C x +Z such that, 
for any E > 0, 
llgll E = sup e --21R~&-4~l1 g(p, m)l < oo. 
(c1. m) 
Indeed z H {(p, m) H h”‘“(z) /?“(z) 4(z)> delines an element of 
A;s”(U; E) because 8; 8; hp+m km4 is the product of hp’+mlip-m and a 
polynomial of degree p + q in (11 + m), (p -m) with coefficients in A:“(U). 
4. WAVE FRONT SET OF a;,: 
In this section the following notations will be used, 
A(z, (I) = Re i zj&, 
j=O 
z, (EC”+l, 
c&c&, . .. . C,) = 1 epiAcz3 ‘) 4(z) dp(z), 4 E CF(C”+ I), 
where dp is the Lebesgue measure in C”+ ‘, and for any distribution T with 
compact support in C” + ’ 
f’(c) = (T, e-‘A(-c)), 
We denote by WF(T) the wave front set of T that is the union of the 
wave front sets of the distributions Tjk where T = cjl k =,, Tjk dzj A dFk (see 
Hormander [7, p. 2541 for the wave front set of a distribution in 
C tt+l=R2(fl+l) ); these are conic subsets of Cn+’ x C”‘l\(O}. It is 
immediate to see that (z,,, co) 4 WF( T) if and only if there exists Q E A: “(X) 
with &z,,) #O and a conic neighborhood r,, of co in C”+ l\(O) such that 
[I+ CT, e-iA(.~C)~) is rapidely decreasing in r,,. 
Consider the hyperplane H = { [ E C”+ ‘; co = 0} and suppose that WF( T) 
does not intersect the conormal bundle T$C”+ ’ = {(z, [) E C”+ ’ x C”+ ‘; 
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zo=o, [I= ... =[,=O} to H. Th en the restriction of Tjk to H is well 
defined (cf. Corollary 8.2.7 of [7, p. 2661) and we have for 19 E CT(H) 
(TjkjH,8)=(2n)-2’“+1’ 
I p+’ (Tjk) -(lo, . ..v i,,) &L . . . . in) cIcL(L . . . . L) 
with a convergent integral. In other words 
In this situation we define 
TIH= i (TjklH)dzjr\ d&. 
j,k=l 
Note the range of the indices in the summation. 
Because the wave front set is invariant under coordinate change the 
hyperplane H can be replaced by any smooth hypersurface. 
(4.1) EXAMPLE. If S is a distribution with compact support in C” + ’ 
which admits a restriction to H and f is a C” function, then the (1, l)- 
current S A df A df can be restricted to H and we have 
(S* dfA d!W=(SIW A 4flW A 4flfO 
(4.2) EXAMPLE. Let X be an open subset of C”+ ’ and f a holomorphic 
non-constant function on X such that df (z) # 0 if f (z) = s for some s Ef (X). 
Suppose further that f -l(s) is transversal to H in a neighborhood of some 
compact subset Kc X, i.e., 
T/*-I(~) Xn T; Xn (Kx C “+l\{o}) = gi 
Then given p E C;(X), the (1, 1) - current T = p[ f = s] defined by 
admits a restriction to H. Indeed f can be locally chosen as the coordinate 
zi and it is immediate to see that 
Theorem (4.6) will extend this elementary result to the coefficients of the 
asymptotic expansion of p [ f = s], s + 0. 
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We want to study the wave front set of the (1, l)-current $6. of 
Corollary (3.3) and eventually the restriction of this current to some hyper- 
plane. Because the question is local the general hypotheses of Theorem 
(3.2) are replaced here by the following ones: X is an open polydisc 
centered at 0 E C” + ’ and f: X + C is a holomorphic non-constant function 
with only critical value 0. 
We denote by K a fixed compact subset of X and for 
4 E A;“(X), [ E C” + ’ we consider 
qs)=J e --iAk 0 #tz), SEC*, 
f-‘(s) 
and its Mellin transform, for (A, m) in C _ 1 x SZ, 
More generally, for Ic, E A”,’ l, n + ‘( U), let 
Consider next a closed cone r in Cn+‘\(O} and denote by E(T) the 
space of continuous functions of slow growth in Cn+ ’ which are rapidly 
decreasing in r, i.e., 
E(T)= {uEP(C”+‘); 3M>O such that s:p,, (1+ IQ-” [u(c)1 <co 
and Vk>O, sup (1 + I[[)& lu(c)l <co}. (4) 
CEr 
The bounded subsets of E(T) are defined to be those B c E(T) such that 
the bounds in (4) are uniform when UE B. 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. With A’, f, K, and r as above suppose that 
u Tf-I(,+ (K x r) = 121. 
S#O 
Then for tj E A>+ l* n + l(X), J, is holomorphic in Co x +Z with values in E(T) 
and admits a meromorphic extension to C x $Z which belongs to 
MERO., JC x &Z; E(T)), with the same R as in Theorem (3.2). 
(4.4) Remark. It is not true that 
z t-b ([t-b emiAcr, i)$(z)) 
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belongs to A ;+ l,n+ ‘(X; E(T)). Therefore Proposition (4.3) is not a 
straightforward application of Theorem (3.2). What this theorem shows 
when E = C is that for fixed c, J$ admits a meromorphic extension to 
C x +Z which belongs to MERO,, ,,(C x +Z). 
If supp 4 nf- ‘(0) = @ the stationnary phase method can be applied and 
gives the rapid decay of J$, in [. 
Proof. Because K x (rn Sznp ‘) is compact, it is enough to show, for 
each (z,, lo) E K x r, the existence of a conic neighborhood U, x r,, such 
that J,EMERO,.(CX$Z; E(f,)) when I+GEA;+““+‘(U,). 
The following estimate is trivial: 
2 Re i. 
lllclll L’Y V(A, m) E co x $Z. (5) 
To proceed further recall that Vf = us+,, T;-+)X is the characteristic 
variety of the DYmodule D,[A]f” (cf. Kashiwara [9] or Bjiirk 
[3, p. 2481); hence there exists a holomorphic differential operator P 
(independent of A) of order N > 0 non-characteristic at (z,, co) such that 
P(z, &)f” = 0, VAEC. 
From azf=O it follows that 
P(Z,az)fA+mfA-m=O, V(A.,rn)ECX~Z. (6) 
We take a conic neighborhood U, x r, of (z,,, <a) in which the principal 
symbol pN2 of P does not vanish. For + E &! + ‘.n + ‘(U,) and 
5 E r,, formula (6) gives 
I 
u. ~(fi+mfA-m)(~) e-iA(z,i) Hz) 
P,& w2b3=“. 
Integrating by parts and denoting by 'P the formal transpose of P we then 
have 
o= 
i 
u. (fj.+mfj.-m)(Z) tptz, a,) ,-iAkC) W) 
PA (-i/2)0 I 
= J”,V, m) + 1 J$;U, m), 
1cx1<N--l 
‘To maintain coherence with our Fourier transform convention, the principal symbol of 
the operator x,., SN a,(z) 8: has to be x,,, =,,, a,(z) p and hence P(z, 8,) c’“(~-~)= 
p&7, (i/2) [) e-‘A’r.O + . 
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wheret,+~E/\:+‘~“+’ (U,)is of the form C I--+ PQ,(z, ~,)(W)/P~(Z, (-i/2)0) 
and hence +i is homogeneous of degree Ial - N in [. 
After j iterations of this procedure we get 
with ll/j’ 5L EA; + Lo+ ‘(U,) homogeneous of degree [al -jN in C Quoting (5) 
and takng C(j, $) = C,,, G N-j II+: Lx IILo, we have proved for all j > 0 and 
$E/y+‘-“+‘(U,) 
(A,m)ECOX+z,[ErO. (7) 
To finish the proof of the proposition, we must also show the rapid 
decay of J,(1, m) in Im I and m. Consider first a holomorphic differential 
operator P,(,J z, a=) with polynomial dependance in ,J of degree <k E N* 
such that 
P,(A, z, a,)f" = nkf 2 
(see [9] or [2, p. 191 for the existence of PK). Integration by parts in (3) 
gives 
1 
J~bW=~A+m~k Pdf f 
l.mfl-yz)) e-‘A(Z.C) $(z) 
= (n;m)k J (f”‘“f2-y(z) ‘P,(e-‘A’z,~) ll/(z)) 
=&y ,.; K a,(n + ml r”J& ~1, 
where K is the order of P,, am is a polynomial of degree <k - 1, and 
O,EA : + ‘7 ” + ‘(U,,) depends only on P, and $. 
After I iterations of this procedure we obtain 
here aI, ~ is a polynomial of degree < I(k - 1) and 8,, d E & + ‘* n + ‘( U,). The 
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same relations hold for A -m and P, in place of 1- + m and P,. Therefore 
estimates (5) and (7) lead to 
(1 + Ill YK 
IJicn’ m)’ ’ (1 + IIm 21 + [ml)’ C,(~, wuplfl)2R”i, [EC”+ l, (8) uo 
GlKj> Ic/) 
14’n’m”Q(1+l~~)‘(1+IImll+lml)’ u. 
(SUP lfl)2Rei, iEr0, (9) 
where 1, jE N, (A., m) E C, x 4Z. 
These formulae precisely show that J, has the right behaviour in 
Co x ;Z. It remains to consider the meromorphic extension of J$; to this 
end we will use the Bernstein polynomial. There exists (cf. Bjiirk [3, p. 143) 
a holomorphic differential operator P,(1, z, 13,) with polynomial depen- 
dance in I and a polynomial b # 0 such that 
P,(L, z, &)f”+’ = b(A)f”, AEC. 
Integration by parts again leads to the relations 
J$,(A, m) = 1 a;(:‘:;;) J,(A + ZV, m), Re190,NEN, 
cl 
with a, and b, polynomial, and 0, E A: + l, n+ ‘(U,). After (8) and (9), we 
conclude that for all 1, j E N there exists L E N such that 
(1 + lil)” 
IJi(” m)’ ’ (1 + (Im II + [ml)’ C,(1, $)(sup lfl)2Re1, iE C”+ l, 
UO 
where (2, m) E C, x +Z, and l1l2 2 N* + 1, to avoid the roots of b, which 
are real negative after [9] or [3]. 
The proposition is proved. 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of Theorem (3.2) the wave 
front set of the current a;,’ of Corollary (3.3) is contained in 
Us+0 Th Xn Cf -'to) x (C"+ ‘\O)l. 
Proof: The question is local; we may therefore apply Proposition (4.3). 
As noted before supp a;,: 
For *GA\, 
cf -l(O), it thus remains to show WF(a;,l) c Vy. 
“+l,“+‘(X), denote by A;,:($) the coefficient of 
2x( - 1)‘1!/(21 +p + q + 2r + 2)‘+ ’ in the Laurent expansion of (i/2) J$ at 
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the point ( - (0, + q)/2 + r + 1 ), - (p - q)/2). Because a;,I,(q5), 4E A; “(A’), 
is the coefficient of 27r( - 1 )‘r!/(21 +p + q + 2r)‘+ ’ in the Laurent expansion 
of $ at (-((p+q)/2+r), -(p-4)/2) (cf. (lo), Section 2), we have 
A;,:(4 A @A dj”) = u;,:(4) and hence 
a;,:= A;,: A df A dJ: (10) 
We are reduced to proving WF(A;;,,b) c Vr*. 
Take (z,, co) # V/; then there exists a conic neighborhood Kx f of 
(zO, lo) to which Proposition (4.3) applies, For $E&+ l,“+I(X) with 
$(zO) # 0 we know that [H J$ belongs to E(T) for all (A, m) E C x $Z but 
poles. Hence the coefficients of the Laurent expansion of JJI are also in 
E(T). Therefore 
(HA;,;(e-‘&~)+)= ($A;,‘,, e-iA(..i)) 
is in E(r). 
(4.6) THEOREM. Let X be a holomorphic manifold, f a non-constant 
holomorphic function with only critical value 0, and U a relatively compact 
open subset of X. Suppose H is a smooth hypersurface such that 
(J T;-qs) Xn T&k-n (T*u\o) = 521. 
S#O 
Then with R of Theorem (3.2), for any qS E A;- I-n- ‘(U n H), 
s 4 ‘x Hnf-‘(s) c 
u’;,:(@, sp s4 Is12’(log ISI)‘, 
(P.4. r, I) E /CR, n ~ 1) 
(11) 
s + 0, 
and V( p, q, r, I) E I( R, n) we have 
Proof Because of (1 1 ), f’ = f IXn H has only the critical value 0 and 
hence Theorem (3.2) applies to f ‘, X’ = Xn H, u’ = U n H. This gives the 
(1, 1)-currents fzrr* ’ . 
The question it local and we will suppose Xc Cn + ‘, H = (z. = O}. After 
the Fourier inversion formula, for v E Cr(C”+ ‘), we have with 
i’ = (Cl, . . . . [,,) and z’ = (z,, . . . . z,) 
W-2 j- p(io, C’) 44Co) = (v I HI ?A i’) 
= 
f 
epiAcr’, i’)v(O, z’) dp(z’). 
H 
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In fact the formula holds as soon as v is smooth enough; let us apply it to 
V=fi+m”P-mp,pEC~(U), in view of Corollary (4.5). The following 
relation comes down when Re L 9 0, 
with t+b=pdzo A ... A dj,,, $‘=(pIH)dz, A ... A d5,. After analytic con- 
tinuation we get 
which implies 
It remains to take a partition of ldz, A .. . A dZ,,, to get 
The theorem is proved by invoking Example (4.1). 
The proof also gives that each u’;,: is the restriction of a;.:. 
(4.7) Remark. One of the problems in the study of integrals along fibers 
is determining whether a coefficient in the asymptotic expansion of 
Corollary (3.3) is non-zero. Theorem (4.6) provides an inductive method 
for that purpose. 
Suppose H is non-characteristic at some point z0 E Xc C” + ‘; then 
parallels H, to H,, = H are non-characteristic3 also and hence for 
(p, q, r, I) E Z( R, n), “I;, i ) H, is well defined. If a;,: 1 H, = 0 for t close to 0 in 
a neighborhood of z0 then u;,: = 0 after the following consequence of the 
Fourier inversion formula 
where T is a distribution with compact support in C”+ I. Therefore, if there 
exists a non-characteristic hyperplane through z0 E X, the non-vanishing of 
u;,: in a neighborhood of z0 is read in parallel hyperplanes. 
Now because the variety Wjf = V/* n (f-‘(O) x C?+‘\O) is (n + l)- 
dimensional (cf. Bjork [3, p. 248]), the only points where we cannot reduce 
the number of variables are the projections of the vertical components of 
W/*. These isolated points are carriers of Dirac currents. 
3 Near zO for f small enough. 
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